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NEW
YEAR
FRESH
TALENTS

GLOBAL
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMME
2011

The Global Internship
Programme (GIP) marked
its fourth year by injecting
40 new interns into the
world of General Insurance.
Similar to 2010, Pre-Internship Training
was conducted to orientate and train the
young interns on topics including Overview
of General Insurance, Insurance Law
(new in 2011), Underwriting, Reinsurance,
Actuary, Claims, Captive Insurance,
Broking and Loss Adjusting. To better
equip the interns in meetings and social
events, GIA also engaged an external
Continued…
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A NOTE FROM THE

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
Singaporeans love to travel. The recent spate
of earthquakes, volcanic ash eruptions and civil
unrests have had a real impact on travellers.
Increasingly, many consumers have turned to
travel insurance in order to mitigate such calamities.
In response to queries from both the media and
the public, GIA convened a Travel Insurance
Work Group and compiled a comprehensive
travel insurance guide entitled “All You Need
to Know About Travel Insurance”, which is now
posted on the GIA website (www.gia.org.sg).
The guide also contains many useful case studies.
A major change in the procedures concerning the
repair of accident vehicles came into effect from
1 May. Motorists making property damage claims
to their vehicles must now give the owner/s of the
other vehicle/s involved in the accident or their
insurers an opportunity to inspect the damages
to the vehicle, prior to the commencement of
repairs. This change will improve transparency in
the claims process and help expedite settlement.
More details are contained in this newsletter.
The inaugural Maritime Networking Night was
organised by the Singapore Maritime Foundation
and GIA in June to provide an opportunity for
our members to interact with their counterparts
and professionals in the shipping community.
About 150 people turned up for this event.
Judging from the feedback and positive responses
that evening, it was a success. Such networking
initiatives will help to advance Singapore’s
development as a Marine Insurance Hub
and International Maritime Centre.
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Besides creating new friendships,
the interns were also spurred
to join the industry after their
internship ends.

GIP PLACES

WITHIN

INTERNSHIPS

GENERAL
INSURERS

40 27

…Continued

interns were also spurred to join the
industry after their internship ends.

trainer to teach them skills such as basic
techniques of presentation, teamwork,
and organisational behaviour.
The Pre-Internship Training was
conducted by industry leaders who guided
the interns through case study exercises
and shared their industry experiences.
It was successfully completed with
full attendance and received positive
comments from both trainers and interns.
Besides creating new friendships, the
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A networking cocktail reception was hosted
at J Bar at M Hotel Singapore on 27 May
2011 to thank all trainers, mentors, host
companies, human resource practitioners
and those involved in the internship
programme. All guests received a doorgift
– a copy of GIProfiles highlighting the
13 new young leaders of tomorrow.

For more information on GIP and if you
would like to participate as a host in 2012,
kindly contact rdc@gia.org.sg or Cecilia Pay
at cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg.

The tour leaders shared and
showed many interesting
marine animals including sea
slugs, crabs, sea cucumbers
and gigantic sea stars.

Pulau
Semakau
Landfill &
INTERTIDAL
WALK
A DATE WITH NATURE:

If you would like to participate in future
nature walk events, please contact
joycelyn.poh@gia.org.sg from the
Corporate Services Department.

refreshments and a short briefing from
the NUS team. They were then divided into
12 groups, each guided by an experienced
tour leader.

On a beautiful Saturday morning on
23 April, 80 insurance practitioners and
their families turned up for the Pulau
Semakau Landfill Tour and Intertidal Walk.
Organised for the first time by GIA with the
National University of Singapore (NUS)’s
Raffles Museum of Biodiversity Research
(RMBR), the trip was a refreshing change
from the urban scene.
At the Marina South Pier at 6am, participants
were greeted by the first ray of the sun
on board a boat to Pulau Semakau. GIA
also presented a cheque of S$5,000 to
the RMBR Museum Development Fund.
Participants received a goodie bag of light

The 2-hour boat ride was enjoyable and
smooth sailing. Upon arrival, Ms. Wang
Luan Keng, Scientific Manager and
Education Unit Team Leader of RMBR,
gave a short briefing about the island
and the day’s activities. RMBR Director,
Professor Peter Ng, warmly welcomed all
participants and announced the start of the
trip. Participants then boarded a chartered
bus to the intertidal area.
Led by their tour leaders, participants
were amazed by the abundance of marine
organisms that greeted them at the
intertidal walk in this part of Singapore.
The tour leaders shared and showed many
interesting marine animals including sea
slugs, crabs, sea cucumbers and gigantic
sea stars. Though tired and exhausted
at the end of the day, the feedback from
participants was a resounding “Enjoyable”!
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GIA: Mr. Chua Kim Soon,
welcome to the General Insurance
industry in Singapore! Can you
share with us your background and
how you entered the industry?
CKS: In the early days, there was not
much career guidance in school and I
actually got into the insurance industry
by accident. After sending out many job
applications, I received a response from
a multi-national insurance company
and that set off my career path.

MR. CHUA
KIM SOON
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE NEW PO

(AXA INSURANCE SINGAPORE PTE LTD)

Having said that, it was actually a revelation
for me to understand how an insurance
company works and the areas that it
involves. It definitely ignited my interest
to build a career in General Insurance.
I started to prepare for the UK-based
Chartered Insurance Institute professional
examinations. It took me 5 years to
complete my full fellowship papers.
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“Today’s young
talents want a
career that offers
real challenges
and growth
opportunities.
They want to be
respected in their
own right and
to be given the
opportunity to
work outside their
comfort zone.”

In your opinion, how can the
General Insurance industry
nurture young talents to
understand its importance?
The insurance industry of today grapples
with much more complex risks and higher
exposures in many traditional risks that
are now becoming more frequent and
unpredictable, e.g. floods, earthquake,
volcanic eruptions etc.
The financial crisis that happened a few
years ago highlighted many weaknesses
in the industry. It also demonstrated the
fact that the Singapore industry is not
isolated but a lot more dependent on
international events.
With this background, the industry now
needs a broad range of skills to manage
it businesses. This not only involves the
traditional part of the business, i.e.
sales, underwriting and claims, but
also financial, actuarial, risk and legal
management, just to name a few. There’s
an exciting and broad scope of career
opportunities for young candidates.

Please share your view on
the young talents of today.

New talents help an organisation reinvent
itself for the better.

Today’s young talents want a career
that offers real challenges and growth
opportunities. They want to be respected
in their own right and given the opportunity
to work outside of their comfort zone.

In nurturing such talents, we offer them
a platform to engage with the senior
management team. They are also involved
in the many projects that the company
embarks on. This allows them to learn and
interact with experienced staff to gain the
necessary skills and experience to take on
more difficult tasks in future.

AXA has been very supportive
of GIA talent initiatives. Please
share with us your success in
nurturing our young talents,
and how you engage them?

As CEO, how do you juggle
between the hectic demands
of work and family time?
Living alone here in Singapore has its
advantages and disadvantages. The benefit
is that I can concentrate on work priorities,
especially during the initial settling-in
period. Obviously, the downside is that I
don’t get to see my family often.
Having said that, my family lives in Kuala
Lumpur, so it’s not too difficult to see them.
Between skyping, I make it a point to return
home every fortnight.

Developing young talents within the
organisation has to be, in today’s context,
part of any insurance company’s core
strategic plan. New challenges and risks
require new thinking, energy and drive.
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“We increasingly
need highly
skilled, talented
individuals who
will become
tomorrow’s
leaders. We need
leaders who
are innovative,
inspirational
and most of all,
good people. ”

Kent
Mr. Kent Chaplin, the
new Principal Officer
of Lloyd’s Asia Pte Ltd,
took time off from his
busy schedule to talk
to GIA about how he
entered the General
Insurance industry, his
3 most pivotal moments
and how he manages his
family time with work.

MR.
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE NEW PO

GIA: Mr. Kent Chaplin, looking
back at your appointment to this
position, can you share with us your
background and how you entered
the General Insurance industry?
KC: It certainly wasn’t a direct route. I
am originally from New Zealand where
I practised insurance and commercial
litigation. Several years later, like many
young antipodeans, I decided it was time to
gain some overseas experience. So in 1996,
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I moved to London where I worked
as an insurance solicitor for law firm
Herbert Smith. I soon concluded that
I preferred “law in practise” rather than
“the practice of law” and moved inhouse to become Claims Director for
Aon Limited’s Professional Risks division
specialising in PI, D&O and Banks. It was
at Aon that I decided the insurance
industry was where I wanted to be.

Kent
In 2004, I left broking and joined Lloyd’s as
the Head of Claims to implement Lloyd’s
claims management strategy and provide
leadership on market-wide claims and
major loss issues.

After nearly 20 years, I seized the opportunity
in January to move to Singapore as Lloyd’s
Asia’s Head of Asia Pacific and Managing
Director. I am now responsible for managing
the Lloyd’s Asia platform and extending
Lloyd’s footprint in this region. I am tasked
with ensuring effective management
and oversight of Lloyd’s offices, ensuring
standards are met and representing
Lloyd’s in its compliance with all laws and
regulations, and setting Lloyd’s strategy
and supporting the business development
activities in countries across the region.
So, in a nutshell there has been some
method to my madness. I didn’t quite fall
into insurance as many do.

What are the 3 most pivotal
moments in your career that you
have either learned from or led
you to where you are?
The first occurred when as a young lawyer
in NZ, I had to evict a criminal gang leader
and his family from his home pursuant to a
court order. It took weeks of “negotiations”
and in the end, I had to drive the removal
truck up his driveway and physically remove
him and his belongings. I decided then that

young lawyers had a short life span. This
became more of a career defining moment
than a learning experience.

will be determined by how interesting,
positive and relevant we can make the
whole experience for our interns.

The second moment came to me on
September 11. I was employed by Aon at
the time and spent long periods in our New
York office. This was a life-changing event
and I pray it will never be repeated.

What career advice do you have
for young talents that have joined
the General Insurance industry?

The third was Hurricane Katrina. I was
responsible for the Claims function at Lloyd’s
at that time and the sheer size and scale of
the catastrophe meant I had to work round
the clock for months at a time. It was a huge
and invaluable learning experience.

(Lloyd’s Asia Pte Ltd)

Have fun; be creative; work hard and
exercise discipline. Oh, and don’t take
yourself too seriously. The industry is not
that well understood or well regarded
and for far too long, it has been a victim
of underinvestment, particularly in its
people. We increasingly need highly skilled
and talented individuals who will become
tomorrow’s leaders. We need leaders who
are innovative, inspirational and most of
all, good people.

CHAPLIN
With Lloyd’s being such
a unique insurance market,
how can GIA collaborate
with the syndicates to find the
specialised talent you require?

Lloyd’s has been around an awfully
long time. It takes time to build strong
relationships as well as truly cement an
understanding of the way Lloyd’s works.
In saying this, I am pleased that GIA and
Lloyd’s are working so closely together and
with time, the results of our collaboration
will come through. In the meantime,
we could do more jointly to promote
the Lloyd’s market in Singapore, such
as through college and university “milk
rounds”, lectures with educational bodies
and business events.

You travel a lot in your role. How do
you balance work and family time?

With difficulty… and huge amounts of
melatonin! I have young children who
need to be regularly entertained, fed and
watered and I am lucky to have a very
patient and understanding wife. On a more
serious note, most of the countries that I
travel to are in relatively close proximity,
so I am not away for long periods – so far
at least. I also have a good team here in
Singapore and in the region to support me.

The GIP is also a great place to start. It is
very well supported by Lloyd’s and we are
seeing a very high quality of candidates
coming through. The trick will be to secure
the interns as permanent employees of
Lloyd’s when they graduate. Our success
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The trainers share their views:
This year, the Global
Internship Programme
(GIP) received more
23 – 27
MAY
than 1,000 applications
from students in NTU,
NUS and SMU. Forty
interns have been
carefully screened and
selected by the Regional
Development Committee
(RDC) secretariat to begin
their 10-week internship
programmes from 30 May
at their host companies.
It is a pleasure and privilege to be involved

I am very encouraged by the level of
interest shown and the questions asked
by the participants during my session.
This augurs well for the overall industry
as we are really serious in developing and
nurturing young new talent. I do hope that
the participants will receive the appropriate
attention and guidance on the workings of
our industry during their attachment.
Gary Chua
Senior Vice President, FINPRO
Marsh Singapore Pte Ltd
Trainer – Broking

in the GIP Pre-Internship Training for
Claims. Besides serving as an excellent
introductory platform, the training was
aimed at correcting the misconception
that Claims is not an exciting career
option. The actual case studies shared,
in which elements of fraud were involved,
were deliberately chosen to give interns
a glimpse into the challenging and
stimulating work that a Claims career
offers. Hopefully, more bright young talents
will be attracted to Claims and contribute
fresh ideas to the industry.

They will undergo customised workplans
according to their disciplines set by their
mentors. Prior to this, all interns went
through a 5-day Pre-Internship Training
stint from 23 to 27 May conducted by
industry leaders.

Ivan Ho
Head of Claims
Direct Asia Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Trainer – Claims

The GIA has done an excellent job in
organising the GIP and showcased the
diverse opportunities that exist in the
industry. The interns are of high calibre
and have been very engaging during
the training.

GIP PreInternship
Training

George Ong
Divisional Director
Willis Management (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Trainer – Captive Insurance
I was very happy to be given the
opportunity to share some of my actuarial
knowledge and industry experiences with
the interns. They came across as a very
keen bunch and many asked follow-up
questions during the interval and after
the session. I was impressed with their
enthusiasm and mature attitude.
Lee Mun Yew
Chief Actuary – Non-Life
Allianz SE Reinsurance Branch Asia Pacific
Trainer – Treaty Underwriting & Actuary
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I have been a trainer on Loss Adjusting
in the GIP Pre-Internship Training
Programme for the past two years.
Each time when I stood before the 30-40
new interns, I could sense their intense
eagerness and enthusiasm to learn. The 40
interns in the GIP 2011 were no different.
I was encouraged to share with them my
personal experiences as a Loss Adjuster.
Many found it interesting and fascinating
on the roles played by loss adjusters
during the major floods in Orchard Road
and the recent fire in People’s Park
Centre. Many were also fascinated by the
photographs I showed of devices that were
used to set fire and cause collapses at
construction sites! I must congratulate GIA
and its dedicated team for their relentless
efforts to draw in and shape new talents.
Chan Hwee Seng
Chairman
Crawford & Company International Limited
Trainer – Loss Adjusting

I commend GIA for organising the Global
Internship Programme. It provides a
fantastic opportunity for both GI companies
and talent to engage each other in learning.
I am impressed by how the GIP engages
people from different companies to share
with the interns, providing a rich learning
experience especially during the first week.
I would advise all interns to observe the
industry and the companies you have been
privileged to join with eyes wide open.
Develop an inquisitive mind and keep that
constant desire to learn more. It is not
merely what you have studied in university
that qualifies you for this position; your
value system and the tools you have picked
up also play a significant part. The GI
industry is a service industry, so it’s about
working with people, understanding their
needs and educating them that make the
industry thrive. All the best and have a great
experience with your host companies!

I am very happy that the number of GIP
interns this year has increased to 40. This
shows that GIA is doing a great job to
promote this programme to all insurance
practitioners, and career opportunities
in the industry are also gaining more
attention from university students. This
year, the group of GIP interns actively
participated in the one-week intensive
training. I strongly believe they have
acquired good insights into our industry.
Kenrick Law
Executive Vice President,
Strategic Business
Asia Capital Reinsurance Group Pte Ltd
Trainer – Reinsurance Underwriting

Yong Wai Sing
HR Manager – Learning and Development
Chartis Singapore Insurance Pte. Ltd
Trainer – Overview of General Insurance

Insurance is probably the least publicised
among all financial service sectors. It’s
not exactly on a graduate’s top 10 wishlist.
The GIP Training week not only gives the
interns an essential stepping stone into
the market, it also helps promote just
how rewarding, varied and international a
career in insurance and reinsurance can
be. I’m always very happy to help get that
message across.

The GIP is a talent-enhancing initiative
that we can call our own. By bringing
in enthusiastic and competent
undergraduates and fresh graduates who
are ready to learn and contribute, we are
really investing in the leaders of tomorrow.
Noel Tan
Regional Underwriting Manager
Federal Insurance Company
Trainer – Underwriting

Iain Anderson
Partner
INCE & Co International Law Firm
Trainer – Insurance Law
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Marine
NETWORKING
NIGHT
08
JUN

Co-hosts for the night, Mr David Chin,
Executive Director of the Singapore Maritime
Foundation (SMF), and Mr Mark Lim,
Executive Director of GIA, both welcomed
guests with their humorous speeches. They
also encouraged them to participate in the
upcoming Maritime Education seminars and
events, such as the one held on 21 Jun 2011
for Damage Risk Assessment. SMF also
showed a video montage to showcase the
various activities that the Maritime sector
was working on.
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The Marine Networking Night
organised on 8 June 2011 at
J Bar, M Hotel Singapore, drew
120 maritime professionals
from various maritime sectors.
Among them were shipping
financiers, brokers, operators,
charterers, lawyers and insurers.

While enjoying a dinner buffet, the
practitioners mingled to share their views
and exchange business portfolios. All guests
went home with new business contacts as
well as a recent copy of the SMF magazine,
GIA newsletter and a Maritime notepad.
For more upcoming Maritime events,
please contact the GIA Secretariat or
visit www.gia.org.sg

Continuing the success of the Maritime
Knowledge Shipping sessions which began
in 2007, the second session held this year
at Capital Towers saw an excellent turnout
of 152 participants on 21 June 2011.
In his opening address, Mr David Chin,
Executive Director of SMF, gave a brief
background introduction of the two
maritime experts: Mr Alex Pinto and
Mr Guido Luis Gavio, who spoke on the
topic of Damage and Risk Assessment.
Mr Alex Pinto, Director of Charles Taylor
Marine and Richards Hogg Lindley,
highlighted pertinent issues that need to
be considered prior to the commencement
of projects; from the compilation of
background information, review of policy
issues and their implications to identification

Maritime Knowledge Shipping Session 16:

of critical items and their interplay with
Advance Loss of Profits (ALOP) / Delay
in Start-Up (DSU) covers. Based on his
relevant work experiences, he also provided
an overview of the actual transportation
process, the interplay among various parties
involved and the claims process.
Second speaker, Mr Guido Luis Gavio,
Regional Manager (South East Asia) of
Belfor (Asia) Pte Ltd, shared his experience
with common marine industry accidents.
He highlighted the importance of adopting
a professional approach to damage
assessment in order to mitigate losses, and
further explained how a restoration service
provider would recommend mitigation
measures and advise recovery options.
He also described how initial damage
assessments are carried out for vessels
and cargoes using real life case studies.

DAMAGE &
RISK ASSESSMENT
21
JUN

Mr Jonathan Ranger, Principal Officer
of Watkins Syndicate Singapore Private
Limited and GIA Property and Marine
Committee member, moderated the Q&A
segment, motivating questions from the
floor and peppered the interaction with his
own queries and remarks.
For more information on the next Shipping
session, please visit the GIA website at
www.gia.org.sg
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